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Chairperson’s Welcome
Our latest newsletter marks the end of the on-snow season for
cross country skiing and the start of the club’s summer
program. I hope that all of you who managed to get away onto
snow somewhere enjoyed the experience and that techniques
learnt on roller skis helped. This certainly proved to be the case
on the club holiday at Salla in Finland where members put
these skills to good use with some commendable classic style
skiing!
The summer program is not just about the Go Roller Ski
sessions, important though they are. We have a varied calendar
of events- social and activity related- and I hope that all
members will find something to take part in. I look forward to
meeting up with you all at these events in the coming months.
John Anderson, Chair
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Fridays 7.30-9pm, Sundays 9-11am Roller ski
sessions at York Sports Village. Contact Martin
Roscoe
*New for 2017* Wednesdays at the new Leeds
track, 7-9pm.
………………………………………………………………………….
Sun 4th June YDCCSC AGM, York Sports Village
Sat 17th June Brid to Filey walk- contact Martin A
Sat/Sun 24th/25th June SSE Roller Ski Weekend
Hayes
Sat 8th July Spen Valley Greenway Tour
followed by BBQ at Debs in Wyke.
Fri 14th - Sun 16th July Glamping weekend,
Yorkshire Wolds -contact Francesca Pert.
Sat 29th July A walk in Yorkshire – contact Susan
Green
Sat 12th August One hour roller ski race
Lancaster (Lakeland Club)
Sun 13th August Alan Shepard Memorial Tour
(Manchester club)
Sat 9th September Club Cycle Ride- contact
John A
Sat 16th September Canoe weekend- contact
David Parkin
DETAILS OF ALL OF THE ABOVE HAVE YET TO BE
FINALISED AND ARE SUBJECT TO CHANGE
*Please advise if you have further events to add
– we can add to website calendar as well as
send out an email for all members

WWW.YDCCSC.ORG.UK for further contact
information

Club Holiday to Salla in Finnish Lapland
By Deb Johnston
This was my third cross country ski week and my
first club holiday. I was looking forward to seeing
how the ski experience in Finland compared to
previous weeks spent around Nordseter and
Sjusjøen in Norway.
After a 3hr 20m flight, the plane with this year’s
club trippers, Helen, Martin, John, Nigel, Chris,
Ed, Jane, Judith, Anna and myself, touched down
at a tiny airport in Northern Finland which was a
joy compared to the half term madness of
Manchester. A scenic coach trip took us north
through dense forests and across the arctic circle
to our destination - Salla.
The Hotel Revontuli was perfectly situated with
the cross-country ski tracks leading across the
rear of the hotel and the main downhill slopes
just beyond. The ski hire shop was a mere 300
metre walk away.
As soon as we had checked in, those of us
without our own skis headed off to the hire shop.
In contrast to Norway, we were each provided
with skis to match our weight. (In Norway, Anna
and I had been given skis which were exactly the
same, despite a difference of almost 4 stone
between us! Consequently, we had never known
if we were skiing on the correct skis.) Setting off
on the tracks the next morning, we immediately
had confidence in our skis, the Atomic ‘mohair’
strips providing better grip than we had ever felt
on fish-scale skis.
Another immediate difference was the
temperature. We had skied in Norway at Easter
with spring conditions and above zero
temperatures. I found myself loving the sharp,
icy, cold air of Finland. But I learnt very quickly
that a rehydration bladder was not the best idea the tube had frozen solid within 10 minutes of
leaving the hotel! During the week in Salla, the
temperature varied between minus 16 and minus
8. This meant that outdoor drink or food stops

were short, as the chill quickly seeped into your
bones and made you very shivery.
The route on the first day took us along the valley
bottom, through trees whose branches were
heavy with snow, to the local reindeer farm with
its wonderful café and visitor centre. This became
the favourite refuelling stop of the holiday. As the
week went on, the group of 10 split up and
progressed onto more varied terrain depending
on fitness and ability levels, but on most days,
without any forward planning, we would each
meet another club member or two at a café or
picnic hut. The tracks were very quiet and on
some days it seemed that the Yorkshire Dales
Club had the area to itself!
One advantage of Salla was the variety of
activities on offer in or around the resort, making
it ideal for a mixed ability group or families. The
reindeer farm and visitor centre was a
picturesque 4.5 km ski away. A few of us took to
the walking tracks which lead to the farm in one
direction, and around a frozen lake in the other.
Skidoo, husky dog, reindeer sleigh and snow
shoeing trips were all bookable at the hotel, and
the pool and spa complex was a welcome way to
unwind after a day on skis in freezing
temperatures. (Some of us even went native in
the Finnish sauna!!) And along the ski tracks were
plenty of picnic huts with supplies of firewood for
sausage cooking.

covered in frozen snow, and we almost certainly
looked across the border into Russia, though we
couldn’t stand still for long enough in minus 17
degrees to get our exact bearings! We had
enough slopes to keep us moving for a few hours,
with a mixture of steep red and blue runs. (The
black runs were closed for a slalom competition.
Such a shame…….)

I had been led to believe that Finland was fairly
flat compared to Norway. (Just as I had been led
to believe that Nordseter was ‘undulating’) And I
guess that some of the valley routes were flatter
than those we had encountered in Norway. But
to take advantage of the area and the more open
hill top views above the valley, uphill techniques
are a must. After a week of struggling to keep up
with most of the group, the reason for the
different interpretations of terrain dawned on
me. To a fitter person, the tracks in Norway
probably do feel undulating! And to a fitter
person, the tracks in Finland probably do feel
fairly flat! Technique in cross country skiing is
everything. But fitness is essential to holding on
to your technique and mastering the terrain.
Aching legs and general fatigue after a few
kilometres each day meant that I felt every
incline. But the great thing about the club holiday
is that there is always someone to ski with.
Whatever distance or whatever speed you are
going, you are never alone or left behind. And
although my fitness levels and technique will
never match those of some of the group, I’m still
doing much more than most of my non-skiing
peers. And I have my friends at the YDCCSC to
thank for this.
On day 3, with the anticipation of a clear
morning with amazing views, Jane and I swapped
cross country skis for down-hill skis and tackled
the dreaded T-bar drag lift to the top of the hill.
The view from the top more than made up for the
howling wind and bitingly cold temperatures! We
could look down onto the dark forests and see
the white shapes of the many frozen lakes dotted
around the area. We saw trees completely

It was a great day. I realised just how much I love
the exhilaration and speed of down-hill skiing,
even though cross country has stolen my heart in
recent years. The availability of the down-hill
slopes, albeit not enough to keep you occupied
for more than a couple of days, made Salla a
perfect resort choice.

Our last day of skiing saw the whole group stay
together for a steep climb away from the valley
bottom up to a fantastic viewing point on the
edge of a frozen lake. After much frivolity and
photo taking, some of us skied onto the lake
itself, the powder snow covering our skis and

boots. This was the best day of the trip, and
highlighted where cross country skiing beats
down-hill. That feeling that you are skiing at one
with the landscape, almost as if no-one has skied
there before you, where the silence across the
snow and through the forest is like no silence
you’ve encountered before, where the landscape
is so magnificent that all of your problems
become insignificant……..there are no crowds, no
queues, no traffic, just a handful of amazing
friends to share this beautiful experience
with….No words can do this feeling justice. It is
spiritual, humbling, and truly wonderful.
A few of us then skied onwards and upwards,
benefitting from the wonderful fell-top views. Up
until this point I had doubted that the landscape
in Finland could match that of the unlimited and
open fell-top views above Nordseter. But here,
above the valley floor, where the forest opened
onto the fells, I fell in love with Finland and its
mixture of trees and hills. And yes, I came to
realise that hills were essential, for only by going
up them can you see such stunning vistas. We
kept climbing until we reached a small
refreshment hut on the top of the mountain. It
felt like we were on top of the world - the views
were amazing. (Indeed, I launched into a
rendition of ‘I’m on the Top of the World’ by The
Carpenters. It wasn’t pretty but I couldn’t help
myself.)
And inside, hot drinks in hand, gloves drying by
the open wood fire, we fell into a conversation
with a local reindeer herder’s wife. Our Finnish
experience was complete.

Club Walk, Goathland
Driving across the North Yorkshire Moors on a
miserable, misty and drizzly morning I consoled
myself with the thought that at least parking
should be easy. On reaching Goathland the
opposite turned out to be the case. A major
running race was about to take place and the
village was full of lycra clad athletes jogging
around, the car park being full also. Luckily I
managed to persuade the attendant to squeeze
me into a tiny space at the bottom end. When the
group finally got together we set off on our walk,
led by John, who knows the area well. Goathland
has been a tourist destination since Victorian
times, and in those days a horse drawn carriage
used to run between Goathland and Grosmont in
the Esk valley. The carriageway has long gone,
but the track remains providing an excellent
walkway down to the Esk and along the river to
Grosmont. Grosmont is the final station on the
famous North Yorkshire moors railway and a
favourite place for railway enthusiasts.
From there the way led uphill on a short, but
extremely steep section of road. This little corner
of England has some of the steepest roads in the
country, sometimes as steep as one in three.
Leaving the road we had a long stretch of walking
on the open moor before re-entering Goathland
at the far end. A short diversion took us into a
rocky little gorge to see Mallyan spout, a well
known waterfall, which was a fine sight in the wet
weather.
In contrast to the morning, the village was now
deserted and even the cafes were closed, which
meant we had to miss our usual coffee and
chocolate cake. A small price to pay for such an
enjoyable walk.
By Martin Appleby

Our top five picks for a cross country skiing
week
If somebody asked you here and now what your
top five* track skiing centres were, what would
you say?
Which one comes top? Or harder still, which ones
do you leave out?
Here are ours:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Seefeld (Austria)
Dobbiaco (Italy)
Alpe di Siusi (Italy)
Engadine valley (Switzerland)
Ramsau (Austria)

We’re prepared for a bit of controversy as
Scandinavia hasn’t made it onto the list; neither is
there anywhere outside Europe.
But it’s a very personal list based on very
particular criteria: somewhere where there’s an
extensive network of tracks to just about occupy
you for a week’s continuous skiing without much
repetition; all tracks accessible from one point or
connected by public transport – tick; spectacular
views and variable terrain (not just up and down
a valley) – of course; cafes along the route – a
must; well-groomed trails in classic and skating
style; and a pretty snow-sure record (as much as
we can be nowadays).
So this February, Ramsau was promoted into our
top five. Sitting on a south-facing shoulder of the
Dachstein massif, you’re wedged below a
spectacular rock wall and peering down onto
Schladming below. There are plenty of routes
circling the hills, including a 17km classic loop
around the Rittisberg mountain with, following a
sustained climb, a mountain café facing into the
sun and across to the distant mountains just
coming at the right point 13km in.
Also, Ramsau has one of the best ski shops there
is – Ski Willy – a dedicated store for the serious
snowsport enthusiast with a childish sense of
humour…

It’s well worth a look.
*Incidentally, we put this same question to Helen
Bell. Here’s her top five: (1) Olos, Finland; (2)
Yllas, Finland; (3) Ruka, Finland; (4) Vuokatti,
Finland; (5) Seefeld, Austria. As we say, it’s a very
personal list.

By Michael and Helen Smith

Overlooking Schladming from the
ski trails

Resort Report, Borovets in Bulgaria, 4th to
11th February 2017
Borovets, is a well established ski resort on the
northern slopes of the Rila mountains. The town
sits at 1350 metres above sea level. Main airport:
Sofia, approx 3.5 hours flying time from East
Midlands. Sofia is 73 km from the resort.
Currency: the BGN, Bulgarian lev (just over 2:1
against GBP) £250 worth 564.13 BGN at the time
of writing. Reasonable costs compared with many
other European resorts, but prices have risen in
recent years. We took local currency with us, and
exchanged cash while there.
The resort wouldn't be described as a primary
Nordic ski destination, but does have groomed
cross-country ski tracks in the nearby pine forest,
with an emphasis on biathlon. It has a couple of
steep gradients, which weren't groomed at the
time of visit. Where the tracks were groomed,
they were recut on Monday evening for their
National Winter Championships.

Heavy snowfall on Tuesday made it very hard
going on the slopes, and I came off early. I rented
classic wax less skis complete with SNS boots and
bindings for 15 levs (about £7 sterling) for an
afternoon session. I had a couple of afternoons
later in the week, on my own metal edge back
country skis in the forest tracks.
The resort caters mostly for downhill skiers and
boarders, and you have to search a bit harder for
cross country info online. Some comments
suggest that they're having one of the best
seasons for some time, with very cold
temperatures in January, and heavy snowfall.
Cut tracks mostly around the biathlon circuit
Preparation for the Junior Event with the target
range just off picture
Competitors practising on the lower, flatter
section of the Yastrebetz downhill slope. Access
to the biathlon/cross country tracks is made here,
close to the gondola base station.
By Roy Clements

Recent article from the Guardian: In praise of late-season skiing
Snow is virtually guaranteed and the slopes will be deserted
by Ben Clatworthy

Going off-piste: some people just can’t wait

There’s trouble brewing in the Alps. Skiers
arriving in the mountains over Christmas
were greeted, not by snow-clad chalets and
oodles of fresh powder, but by thin ribbons of
artificial snow snaking down green
mountainsides.
For the fourth time in as many years, the
‘white gold’ had failed to materialise.
Whether climate change is to blame is
anyone’s guess (I’m no scientist), but it’s
certainly a worrying pattern. Parts of the Alps

experienced their driest December in 150
years, and in many French resorts the only
snow for Christmas was artificial.
Initially it looked as though holidaymakers
had learnt their lesson. Until this year’s
unseasonably early November snowfalls, tour
operators could hardly shift Christmas
holidays — even with up to 50 per cent off.
The fear of brown slopes, like the ones seen
in recent years, was too great. In the storm’s
wake bookings spiked, but that was it for

snowfall. Switzerland endured its driest
December in 150 years; the French Alps the
worst for 130 years. The adage ‘snow in
November doesn’t mean snow in December’
rings ever true.
There hasn’t always been such demand for
Christmas skiing. The early ski pioneers
certainly didn’t expect guaranteed snow from
early December till April. But as tourism
boomed and the small farming villages
transformed into big businesses, resort
bosses looked to offer ever-longer ski
seasons.
But ski resorts’ greed — even with improved
snowmaking capabilities — shouldn’t be to
the detriment of a great skiing holiday. Forget
December, forget Christmas, and even New
Year for that matter. Skiing later in the season
is the real treat. Regardless of what happens
over the festive period, the snow will
materialise; it always does. It may come soon
afterwards, as it did in Switzerland and
Austria, or it may take a little longer (resorts
clustered near Geneva are still in dire need of
a big dump). The usual rules still apply: head
high (resorts such as Val Thorens, Les Deux
Alpes and Saas-Fee all virtually guarantee
snow) and, if possible, book late to secure a
resort where you know there’s snow.

So far this year the ski season has been saved
by snow cannon. Skiing is, for the time being,
limited mostly to the pistes, but a few decent
snowfalls will change everything. The stones
showing through on the pistes will disappear,
and off-piste routes will open — albeit with a
high avalanche risk.
Even better, the slopes will be deserted. The
Three Valleys over Christmas were a war
zone, with skiers fighting for space on the
limited slopes and a crush at the lifts. Now
they have all gone home and what’s left are
wide-open slopes with hardly a soul in sight.
There’s no waiting for ski lifts and it’s possible
to get a table for lunch at even the best
restaurants without a reservation.
School-age children? Either leave them at
home (you’ll have more fun and need half the
clobber) or go at Easter when the sun and
longer days make skiing twice as enjoyable.
And what if there is still no snow? Even
without snow, the mountains are a damn
sight more appealing than the Waterloo and
City line. Clean fresh air, sun and lofty peaks
— you’re guaranteed a good time.
But get there fast; the crush returns for
February half-term (which, predictably, lasts
three weeks in France).

Salomon Debuts Their New Prolink Boot/Binding System at Jeremy Ranch
by Katy Demong
January 11, 2016 (Salt Lake City, UT) – The ringing in of 2016 brings significant change in the Nordic world –
namely a big step toward a universal boot and binding system. On Jan. 6 at Jeremy Ranch Nordic Center in
Utah, Salomon debuted their 2016-17 lineup, which most notably includes the launch of their exciting new
Prolink boot/binding system in parallel to their legendary SNS system. The new Prolink system makes
Salomon compatible with NNN for the first time.

SNS sole (left) compared to the new
Prolink sole (right). Starting in 2016,
Salmon boots are offered in either sole
option © Katy Demong

The concept of bridging the gulf between the two main binding systems in the Nordic ski world is a pretty
big deal to insiders. While the Alpine world has offered one binding system for any boot for many years,
the world of Nordic skiers has two products with the Salomon Nordic System (SNS) vs New Nordic Norm
(NNN), creating debate and confusion at times among experienced and novice skiers alike.
With Salomon and Atomic, both owned by Amer Sports, on one side, and most other major brands led by
Fischer (with SNS until 2007), Rossignol, Madshus, and Alpina on the other using Rottefella’s NNN, it’s the
consumer that can sometimes be challenged to understand and choose. Salomon hopes to kick start a new
era for the sport with Prolink.
“Before you talk about fit, before you talk about technology, before you talk about anything, the current
question you ask a consumer, is ‘What system are you on,’” explained Isaac Wilson, Salomon Nordic
Commercial Manager. “We’d like to change that conversation going forward to purely what is the best fit
for you and what technology are you looking for.”
While some skiers sit squarely in one camp or the other, many novices can easily get confused. The
incompatibility of the two systems is often seen as a hurdle for beginners entering the sport. In addition to
the difficulty of learning to slide around on skinny skis, there’s also a steep learning curve of knowing what
equipment to buy, what boots fit with what binding, and all the insider lingo that goes with it.

Showing some of the new Prolink bindings
© Katy Demong

Can’t We All Just Get Along?

As mentioned, the Alpine community has long benefited from a standardized binding system. Unless
you’re a tele skier or have a Randoneé setup, generally speaking any boot can work with any binding.
While that’s an oversimplified explanation the takeaway remains true: if you buy a pair of alpine skis at a
garage sale and a pair of boots on ebay, they’re probably going to work together.
The same can’t be said with Nordic equipment as it currently stands. While the new Prolink system won’t
bring instantaneous universality to the Nordic world, it’s a significant step in that direction. Starting this
year, Salomon will make their full gamut of boots available, from the Escape touring boot to the S-Lab Pro,
with the option of either an SNS sole or the new Prolink sole. Now, tried and true users of the NNN system
will be able to include Salomon in their equipment options.

A New Era

“This is such an exciting time,” Wilson said to the room full of retailers and other Nordic enthusiasts at
Jeremy Ranch. “It feels like the moment when we’re all going to look back years from now and say ‘What
did we do before? Why didn’t we do this earlier?’”
While Salomon could have created an NNN-compatible binding system before now, as patents on the
competing system expired several years ago, Wilson said he’s excited they are doing it now. “We
understand that we’ve only been speaking to a portion of the market when launching a new product and
we’d like to create new opportunities,” he continued, noting that Salomon, once the dominant market
leader, currently has around 30% of the market share in areas such as the east coast or some western
states.
While Salomon and Atomic have retained as much as 70-80% market share in some areas, such as the
midwest, they’ve seen movement in other sectors of the market to NNN’s NIS system which was launched
in 2005. The split in the market became more apparent when Fischer, the leader for Nordic skis, made the
switch to NNN in 2007.
Wilson is excited about the opportunities that lie ahead. “This is an exciting turnaround point. Prolink is the
platform that will hopefully open things up for us,” he added. While Salomon has invested a tremendous
amount of money into bringing high end products to the market like the S-Lab and S-Lab Pro lines, they

recognize that there’s a big portion of the market that’s not being reached and they believe Prolink can
spark a change in this regard.

More Control vs More Snow Feel

Even though Salomon has created an NNN-compatible system, Wilson is careful to point out that they
haven’t simply replicated it. “Low, light, and powerful” is how he describes their Prolink system, serving as
both a description of the binding and to point to contrasts with.

The Skate Lab Pro boot (SNS) has a higher profile than the Prolink version © Katy Demong
Here you can see the significantly lower profile of the Prolink boot in the same model.

The Prolink binding features a compression bar that allows a wide opening for easy step in. It is also lighter
and mounts directly to the ski, as opposed to a built-in ski-mounted NIS plate used by NNN. Salomon
claims their new system is very sensitive, delivering a superior “snow feel” as compared to NNN or even
their own SNS system which pairs with thicker soled boots. While Prolink doesn’t offer the forward or back
adjustability of the NIS-NNN binding system, it does offer a slightly lower profile and similar flat stance and
ramp angles as NNN – something Salomon believes will make it easier for skiers to transition from one
system to the other.
The Prolink binding continues the direct mounting tradition of SNS
and will also share the same drill pattern. Additionally, all skis will
come pre-mounted, based on the camber of the ski, making life a
little easier for retailers. The addition of the Prolink binding and
the shift to pre-mounted skis moves Salomon toward a “no
mistake system” for retailers, said Wilson. Another noteworthy
change is that, in order to accommodate the single point of
contact of the Prolink system, Salomon developed a slightly stiffer
boot, which will now be standard across the board in both sole
options.
Side by side comparison of the Prolink
binding (left) and SNS binding (right) ©
Katy Demong

Salomon will

continue to produce and support the SNS two-bar system for the foreseeable future. Fans tout the added
control and quick ski return they get from the additional point of contact, as well as a greater sense of
stability, particularly on downhills and tight corners. Salomon has enjoyed a core group of loyal followers
for this very reason and expects SNS products to remain popular. Asked about their future direction,
Wilson said it will depend on what the market demands.
Putting it to the Test

It was time to test and there were plenty of skis and boots for all to try with Prolink or SNS systems to
compare. I started out with a pair of S-Lab Carbon Skate Skis and S-Lab Pro boots – one pair for each
binding system. The additional stiffness of the boots was evident, particularly in the toe box, a bonus for
skate boots in my opinion. I stood a good half-inch or so taller in the SNS boot and the sole is significantly
stiffer than the Prolink version of the same model.

Ski test: Prolink boot and binding on left
foot, SNS on the right © Katy Demong

I snapped into my SNS system on the left foot and then paused, looking for a comparable lever to open the
Prolink binding. The Prolink binding has a rubber tab that you pull upward to open the binding and once
you get the hang of it you’re all set. A more robust tab would be my preference and now it was time to hit
the snow.
I quickly experienced some nuanced differences on the hard-packed, slightly icy conditions. Heading
straight down a steep hill, the tightness of the boot-to-ski interface of the SNS, with the additional point of
contact, provides a degree of added stability, especially step-turning around corners. Although there aren’t
too many flat stretches at Jeremy Ranch, once I got a chance to open up my V2, the Prolink system started
to stand on its own. While I didn’t notice any significant difference in weight between the two, the
lightness of the Prolink system came from the connection of sole to ski. The added flexibility of the Prolink
sole is beneficial for climbing, while the quick ski-return of the SNS is a plus for that system.
As for classic, I ventured out in pair of Equipe RC Skins and Vitane 9 Classic. Since I had the binding system
figured out the transition was quick and smooth. The skin option was definitely the way to go for a day like
this one: slightly icy but quickly warming up and a track that disappears every so often. Here, the Prolink
binding system quickly excelled for me, with an easier to flex sole and greater ability for nuanced motion
coming through to the glide zone.
Murray Selleck, a manager from Ski Haus in Steamboat Springs, CO, said it best: “The Prolink sole has nice
round even soft flex through the entire flexion of boots from kick all the way to the glide ski.”

While I still like the SNS system for skating, the adjustment is easy and most skiers will make decisions on
the best “feel” that works for them. On the classic side, I clearly preferred the Prolink system to SNS as my
mind drifted to how to make a combi boot work?
Is Prolink Progress and a Win for Consumers?
The new Prolink system is a good first step in bridging the gap between the Nordic world’s two systems. At
the very least consumers can now benefit from having more options with fewer barriers to compatibility,
while setting the stage for more potential innovation down the road.
With the launch of Prolink, Salomon hopes to shift the conversation away from SNS vs NNN and toward
“more control” vs “more snow feel” and in doing so provide more choice and less confusion for consumers.
“This is a new era for us,” said Wilson. “We don’t feel like we’ve lost the binding war, or that there was a
binding war. We feel like the consumer will now be able to win.”
If you’ve been dying to get your hands on some Salomon S-Lab or Carbon Skate Lab boots, but you have a
rack full of NNN-mounted skis, the Prolink system will hit stores this fall. Already seen on the World Cup
circuit, you can get your hands on the new system if you have a Salomon sponsorship or other insider
connection, but if not, you’ll have something exciting to look forward to next season.

My new carpet skis
Spring skiing always presents waxing difficulties
for classic skiing, so the new skin/carpet/hairy
generation of no-wax skis, marketed by all the
leading ski manufacturers, have offered up a new
solution.
Following Sarah and Simon’s enthusiastic reports
in the last YD newsletter, I thought these looked a
likely solution for my loathing of klister wax. In
recent years I have used a lively(ish) pair of
Madshus fish scale skis which have coped well
with Easter skiing, although they are noisy and
don’t work on ice. When club members were
offered Atomic ski skis as hire skis on our club
holiday in Finland, I took the opportunity to try
them out.
The hire shop offered me a pair of brand new
Atomic Pro SkinTec skis ready fitted with Salomon
Profil bindings to fit my own boots. I took them
out at -10C and although not as smooth as my
racing skis, grip was good and glide quite
reasonable with just a slight occasional ‘grab’. Of
course they are designed for warmer
temperatures so I was keen to try them in

Norway at Easter. I bought them for 232 euros,
including bindings, and was quite happy with the
deal, although they might be found cheaper on
the internet. They come in different lengths and
stiffness and I bought for weight 55-65 kg even
though I only weigh 52kg. By adding on boots,
jacket and a small day sack, I reckon it has put me
into the bottom of the weight range and I think
that this has given me extra glide whilst
maintaining excellent grip. Length is 181cm and
cut 45, 45, 45, slightly wider than my classic
racing skis.
With two weeks skiing at the end of
March/beginning of April, they really proved their
worth. I didn’t use my waxable skis at all as the
Atomics coped well with all the conditions that
you get at this time of year – old snow, melting
snow, ice, fresh snow. Grip was excellent and I
was quite happy with the glide. I don’t think I
would win any race on them, but I certainly didn’t
have to work hard to make them run and enjoyed
good days out on the tracks on hilly terrain.
At the SSE course at Kvitavatn, Senior Tutor Alan
Eason talked about the merits of the different
makes of skin skis. He concluded that the Atomic
Skin Tec seemed to outperform other makes at

the moment and recommended the Atomic
Redstar C9, which has the same skin as my
Atomic ProTec. Quite a number on the course
were using skin skis of various makes and I did
think that mine compared very favourably for
performance.
Atomic are part of the same group as Salomon, so
come fitted with either Salomon Profil or Prolink
bindings. For anyone buying new skis and boots, I
would recommend the new Prolink binding which
gives a wider choice of boots (including NNN) to
use with them and looks to be the way forward.
Alan recommended adding 5kg to your weight
when choosing skis.

Caring for the skins
Spring skiing is always dirty skiing with old snow
accumulating debris and everyone else’s wax and
klister. Mine did get very dirty so I bought the
‘Swix Ski Cleaner’ pack which contains a roll of
fibrelene and a pump spray of cleaner which will
not affect the glue. It appears to be aeroplane
friendly. There is also a Swix Skin Conditioner to
encourage you to spend even more. The skins
will wear out eventually but can be renewed by
warming and scraping off the old skin and
replacing with a new one. (I am told.)
Meanwhile, I would highly recommend the
Atomic Pro tecs as both a first time ski and as an
alternative to a waxable ski in warm/difficult
waxing conditions.
By Helen Bell

Gearstones moves to Bishopdale
We held our first Gearstone lodge weekend back in 1992 and have booked the Ribblehead venue every
January since. As well as offering good walking/skiing straight from the door, the lodge has very spacious
accommodation which has suited us well and the well equipped kitchen has become a second home to our
cook, Dave.
It came as rather a shock just before Christmas to hear that our booking had had to be cancelled due to
boiler problems, so we had to quickly find another venue. We had come across the Old School Bunkhouse
at Bishopdale when we were walking in the area, so after arranging to look round, we managed a short
notice booking for our dates.
It sleeps twenty and we were sixteen so it worked well. There were all the facilities we needed for the
weekend including a log burning stove and Dave and Glenda coped well in the smaller kitchen. There was
the advantage of a dishwasher so no duties this year.
Although there was no snow we enjoyed a fine weekend with good walks led by Martin. On Saturday the
fells were covered in cloud so we stayed low stopping to look at the waterfalls at West Burton and walking
through fields on the flanks of Pen Hill. John gave an impromptu talk about the Knights Templar as we
passed the remains of the Preceptory. On Sunday the weather was better and we walked across Aysgarth
Moor on the other side of the valley, the distinctive outline of Addlebrough being clearly visible. Dave did
a quiz for us on the Saturday evening – always a good natured affair with plenty of heckling.
It was good to see newer members joining us for this annual event, but there were still six of us there who
had been at the 1992 weekend. We did miss Don this year, but were pleased to see him at the Christmas
dinner.
Next year – still to be decided. Bishopdale was a great weekend and a nice change, but Gearstones sleeps
forty so there is plenty of space for everyone. Perhaps we’ll get snow next year.

On Snow Skills Week, Kvitavatn 2017
This was my first trip on a SSE skills week and I approached it with both excitement and some trepidation
as to how high the standard would be. Looking out of my window on the first morning to see the coaches
dancing their way up a hill confirmed that certainly for them, it was extremely high!
The journey to Kvitavatn was long, involving a taxi, train, plane, train, bus, another taxi and 15 hours so it
was a relief to see snow at the end of it. It was not uneventful on the bus though: (1) note to self when
loading bags and skis into the bus not to stand up until head is clear of the upward opening door; (2) a taxi
chase for three of the coaches trying to catch us up as they had missed the bus and (3) the narcotics police
boarding the bus to undertake random checks and questioning Martin R! We laughed about it afterwards
as it was unexpected for anyone to be questioned in that way, though he was ill and probably looked
suspicious!
Helen, Martin A (MA), Martin R (MR) and myself arrived on the Saturday, a day before most of the others.
On Sunday morning we were very kindly invited by the coaches to join them as they recced the area and
planned the key points of their delivery for the week. They - Patrick Winterton, Martin Watkins, Barbara
Grogan and Alan Eason, were welcoming and absolutely brilliant but for me it was a baptism of fire as
there was no way I could keep up as they glided along the tracks. They did wait for me though and after
two or more hours of almost 1-1 advice, tips and instruction that money cannot buy, I took the afternoon
off to recover!
Monday morning was the first day of teaching. There were around 30 of us on the course, of all abilities
and ages from around 10 – 75 years and we were all eager to learn and improve our skills on the snow. It
was the snow that then dictated the whole week in what can best be described as spring like conditions. A
general thaw had already begun, though it was freezing at night, so a stream crossed the practice area,
also known as the hayfield. On the tracks clumps of grass and rocks were appearing whilst the tracks near
the lake were mostly unusable. For the first day’s practice and lessons though it was certainly adequate.
Whilst I have skated for 25 years or so, this was my first time on snow on classic skis so I joined Martin
Watkin’s group on the hayfield. This proved to be a great decision as we started from absolute basics and I
thoroughly enjoyed it. The format for the day was pretty much the same as for the whole week, 3 hours of
instruction before lunch and another 2 hours or so afterwards. That may sound a long time, however,
everyone took part and progressed at their own speed so at the end, it was a healthy tiredness rather than
crawling back on all fours.
That brings me to the hotel. Good public spaces for everyone to mingle, lots of good food and a stunning
view of Gaustatoppen. There was also a seminar room, drying room, waxing room and ski store. Each
evening the coaches led a stretch session at 5pm and after dinner there were seminars and workshops on
waxing, new equipment and training etc. The quiz one evening was great fun and we also had a
presentation and video from the fifth coach, Posy Musgrave who arrived on the Sunday evening. I confess
that until then I hadn’t twigged that she is the sister of the UK’s current leading cross country skier Andrew
Musgrave, who had just finished 4th in the Holmenkollen 50km.

Gaustatoppen from the hotel balcony

I had arranged to share a room with MR and two others but as Martin was ill he chose to stay in a separate
room the first night, which left just me in our room as the other two were arriving the following day. There
were 6 bunks in two columns of three. By the middle of the night it was so hot I realised that with 4 of us in
there it would be unbearable, so in the morning I switched into a room on my own. In the meantime,
Martin had added an allergy to the feather and down bedding to his worsening illness so ended up staying
the week on his own too. It was now that the downside of the hotel management became apparent. They
were completely unsympathetic to Martin’s health, offered no options but were happy for him to sleep in
the conference room, where of course there was none of the offending bedding. I have no idea how he
managed to battle through to the end of the week.
Monday was also ski hire collection day. I had taken the trouble to book classic skis in advance and was
under the impression that I was getting skin skis with SNS bindings to match my boots. I got the right
bindings but skis that needed Klister. Surprisingly they were the only pair with the SNS bindings so I had to
switch to fish scales and also hire boots with the Rottefella binding. I was not alone. The shop seemed to
be doling out anything to anyone, regardless of suitability. Mental note to buy and take your own skis, then
you are in control.
On Day 2, with the coaches having had chance to observe us, we were all moved around into different
groups. I joined Barbara with six others to skate and we all headed off up the mountain to the plateau
where the snow was better. It was so good in fact that Barbara immediately took us off the tracks and onto
the ‘crust’. This was exactly as described, a hard, frozen top layer over deeper, softer snow. We went up,
down, across and round fir trees large and small doing Skate 1, Skate 2, herringbone, step turns,
snowplough turns and anything else you can think of. It was brilliant!

After lunch, we took a tour around the frozen lake,
though its top surface was melting and my
photographs in no way depict the range and depth
of colour, especially when the sun shone. Going
down the left-hand side the wind was so strong at
our backs that I just stood tall, held out my arms and
was blown along. Of course, that had to be paid for
coming back up the other side!

We were able to ski back down the mountain alongside an alpine piste, which reminds me of how we had
to get up the mountain on foot, in walking boots. Parts of the climb were steep and the melting snow was

frozen and really icy. It would have been impossible in ski boots with no grip and to be honest I thought
parts of the climb were dangerous. Fortunately, no-one was hurt and despite Patrick trying to get a better
route prepared nothing happened. That is until the day we left and as I looked out from the bus I saw they
had prepared a track, presumably for the Norwegians arriving for Easter. On this aspect and some of the
tracks generally, I thought the resort was very poor and disrespectful of the large group that we were,
especially as there were few other people around all week.

Day 3 Wednesday, our group remained the same and we were again up the mountain working on more
skills. Generally, we had a mixture of sunshine and cloud, however, today brought us a snowstorm. It didn’t
really settle and was nowhere near as bad as the threat from the black cloud it came from!

Lunch stop. Martin Watkins standing,
Patrick and the back of MR’s head!

Thursday morning I was walking out to the meeting point when Dagmar appeared alongside me, ‘Richard
has anyone spoken to you about your assessment? – x - Ah, OK, well you are doing the skate one this
morning!’ At this point I should mention that I had applied to qualify as a Level 1 One Snow Instructor and
thought the assessments were Friday and Saturday. Of course, I had no detailed plan in place so some
rapid thought based on my England Athletics coaching experience was required as we walked up the
mountain.

The snow conditions were good and the crust still skiable so I took inspiration from Barbara’s skate session
on Tuesday. The groups had been reorganised again so the four of us being assessed had participants that
we hadn’t been with earlier in the week. Martin Watkins was the assessor and I can honestly say that I
have never skated better than I did that morning! But what about the aims, outcomes, demonstrations,
instruction and the enjoyment of the participants? Martin had made lots of notes in his book but was
happy and so were they! In the afternoon, Martin led us would be instructors off across the plateau and
then down, down and down again, all the time me thinking that we have to come back up again! It was a
tough route, I was the slowest but we kept stopping so that Martin could assess us on different terrain.

Friday was classic assessment so I had more time to plan. The four of us had an interview with Patrick
beforehand to outline our lesson plan. I was up last and you may or may not be surprised to hear that as
the others were outlining their plans, I was crossing out most of mine as they were covering all the things
that I had planned. It’s a good job I enjoy winging it when necessary! The crust was too soft to ski on but

the tracks were fine and the varied terrain offered numerous technique options. I certainly enjoyed
leading the session and again the participants and Martin seemed happy.
All that was needed now was the final decision from Patrick, for which I had a nervous wait until Saturday
morning, but all was good and I was very, very happy to pass!

Saturday was to be a more relaxed ski day so, after a hard week, I decided to take the free ski bus down
into the valley to have a look around Rjukan, and the sports shops. It is a nice town but on this particular
Saturday morning there was a distinct lack of people.
Rjukan is the famous source of heavy water that the Nazi’s needed for their nuclear program, the delivery
of which the allies thwarted as portrayed in the Heroes of Telemark film. There is a museum as well as
several other interesting attractions but I only had time to see three, being the two sports shops and the
Light Mirrors.

The valley is so deep that in the winter
months no direct sunlight reaches the
town so three huge mirrors were
erected on top of the hill to the north
and, under computer control, they
follow the sun and direct light down
into the town square. Even though it
was a bright day and the sun was
reaching into the town, the effect of
the mirrors in the town square could
be seen.

Anyway, I know it was the last day and too late to use them, but I bought myself some Madshus classic skis
with the skin grips so next winter I am ready to go! Some of you will probably be falling off your chairs now
but yes, I am a total convert to the classic technique, something that could never have been imagined a
few months ago!
To round off the week, Saturday afternoon saw the traditional fancy dress ski competition. I’m afraid I
didn’t take part and didn’t get many photos but here’s a few below:

Martin A (Santa)
negotiating the stream

Belly dancer Helen

Posy and Barbara

To summarise, it was a fantastic week, the tuition excellent and appropriate for all and everyone was really
friendly. If you can go on next year’s course then do it, you will not regret it.
As for value for money, the flights and hotel are what they are but the tuition was £350 for the 6 days.
With Patrick, Martin and Posy being former Olympians, Barbara a former American junior champion and
Alan, an international skier and full time ski coach in Europe and Australia, it does not come better. They
were all great, approachable, happy to chat and I made a point of individually thanking all of them.
One very important learning point for me was actually a reminder, of the great coaching and advice from
Helen, Martin Appleby and Martin Roscoe that we receive week in and week out throughout the year.
Sometimes it is easy to take for granted but going on the course certainly reinforced this for me. I did learn
new skills but was reminded and thank them for the things that they have already told me and which I had
either forgotten or simply not put into practice!
Cheers
By Richard Smith

Thank you for reading our bumper Summer Issue of our newsletter – we hope you enjoyed the
wonderful articles from our members and would like to thank them all for their contribution.
Please feel free to get in contact if you would like to submit an article.

Wishing you all a pleasant summer…Winter will be here soon enough!

